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Abstract. Bilateral arm training has emerged as an approach that leads to positive outcomes in addressing upper extremity paresis
after stroke. However, studies have not demonstrated improvements in all patients using current outcome measures. Furthermore,
the rationale for using this type of training has been incompletely explained. The purpose of this article was to first review the
theoretical justifications for the use of bilateral arm training by examining motor control and neural mechanisms underlying arm
function and neural recovery, and second, to discuss examples of clinical studies using a variety of bilateral training strategies to
identify who may benefit most from this approach. We argue that bilateral arm training is a necessary adjunct to unilateral training
because bilateral re-training is important and best served through bilateral not unilateral training, and also, that bilateral training
may help unilateral skill recovery through alternative putative mechanisms. Our review of the empirical evidence suggests that
individuals at all levels of severity can benefit in some manner from bilateral training, but that not all approaches are effective
for all severity levels. In addition to requesting more randomized controlled trials and studies of neurophysiological mechanisms
we conclude the following: 1) Bilateral training can improve unilateral paretic limb functions of the upper extremity after stroke,
however, specific training approaches need to be matched to baseline characteristics of the patients; 2) Given the importance
of bilateral activities in daily life, there is a need to recognize, train and assess the important contribution of supportive role
functions of the paretic arm used on its own and as part of complementary bilateral functional skills; 3) An assessment of bilateral
and unilateral functioning which includes bilateral task analysis, as well as, evaluations of interlimb coordination should be
included in all studies that include bilateral training; 4) Studies with thoughtful sequencing or combining of bilateral approaches
or sequencing of bilateral and unilateral approaches are needed to assess if there are improved outcomes in paretic and bilateral
limb function.
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1. Introduction
The recovery of upper extremity functional use in patients with hemiparesis has been a long standing struggle for patients and therapists alike. It has been reported that arm hemiparesis represents the dominant function limitation in as much as 80% of patients with acute
stroke [25,45]. Intervention using traditional therapeutic approaches results in continued impairment in
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50–95% of patients, particularly after stroke [17,18,
37]. These stark statistics have sparked over the last
15 years an interest in empirically testing a variety of
treatment strategies some old, some novel, with the
hopes of achieving improved outcomes in patients with
upper extremity paresis. One such approach that has
been studied is bilateral arm training. In a recent metaanalysis of bilateral movement training, outcomes were
positive overall during subacute and chronic phases of
recovery [60]. However, studies have not shown improvements in all patients and bilateral training has not
been shown to be better overall than other training approaches [50,76]. Given the heterogeneous nature of
patients with hemiparesis (cortical, subcortical location, size of lesion, severity of paresis) will one ap-
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proach ever emerge as the best? Or rather, is the task at
hand understanding why and with whom to use a given
therapeutic approach? Based on this latter premise, the
purpose of this review paper is to review the theoretical
justification for the use of bilateral arm training by examining motor control and neural mechanisms underlying arm function and neural recovery, and to discuss
examples of clinical studies using variations of bilateral
training strategies, and their outcomes, in an effort to
identify who may benefit most from this approach.
1.1. Functional justification for bilateral arm training
A primary reason to perform bilateral arm training
is that much of what we do everyday involves the use
of both arms and therefore, bilateral re-training is necessary. For example, both arms and hands are used for
basic self care skills such as bathing, dressing, feeding, toileting, as well as, many other mobility functions such as carrying objects, getting up from bed or
chairs, and in driving. Instrumental activities such as
keyboarding, shopping and cooking also rely heavily
on bilateral arm use. Moreover, older adults, who are
more likely to suffer a stroke demonstrate an increase
in the frequency of bilateral hand use to perform everyday activities [30]. Thus, when we consider the arm
and hand deficits after stroke, we find that upper extremity paresis impacts the ability to use the affected
hand in daily activities leaving many patients unable
to perform bimanual tasks [8]. Interestingly, few arm
training studies post stroke, regardless of the type of
training, measure bilateral functional outcomes; as a
result specific deficits in bilateral function are likely underreported. Of the few studies available, it is reported
that bilateral finger movements needed for keyboarding
show increased variability and dyscoordination [41],
bilateral reaching is slower and disjointed [40,49] and
bilateral arm swing is impaired [70]. In general, then,
bilateral as well as unilateral re-training appears necessary for those with stroke. Therapy is often focused on
training a patient to use their paretic arm in unilateral
activities or, if this is not successful, to use their nonparetic arm to compensate for and accomplish tasks that
were formally accomplished bilaterally. We contend
that both of these practices may be less productive than
re-training the two arms at the same time. To understand why we make this statement let us first consider
the practice of training the paretic arm to accomplish
unilateral activities.
Except for very mildly affected individuals, we argue
that re-training unilateral manipulative skills should not

be the only or even the primary focus particularly for
those with a stroke affecting the non-dominant hand.
Before suffering a stroke, individuals will use a range
of unilateral skills from simple actions such as raising
the arm to point or press a doorbell to complex actions
such as spooning sugar into a coffee mug or writing.
Typically the more complex skills are only performed
by the dominant arm while the more simple skills might
be performed by either arm although still the dominant
arm is more likely to perform this skill and will do so
with more speed and accuracy [48]. One exception to
this rule of thumb is opening a door, because this, generally, depends on where the hinge is located to avoid
the arm crossing the midline and impeding progression. Thus, when individuals have a stroke affecting
their dominant arm, they will either wish to re-train
the skills that this arm accomplished before the stroke
or, if good recovery seems impossible, they will want
to train their non-dominant arm to learn the complex
unilateral skills, for example writing, formally executed by their dominant arm. However, for individuals
with a stroke affecting their non-dominant arm, there
is less re-training of most unilateral skills needed since
not only were these skills fewer before the stroke but
the dominant, non-paretic arm can already accomplish
all of these skills. Individuals with non-dominant or
those with severe dominant arm hemiparesis, then are
in particular need of re-training their paretic arm to accomplish bilateral skills. What is the best method to
accomplish this?
Re-training bilateral tasks is optimized by bilateral
and not unilateral training. Even if the training involves
a task that is part of a bilateral task, unilateral training may not lead to better bilateral function because
the arms need to be coordinated. This task-specificity
or transfer of learning principle is consistent with the
realization that unilateral and bilateral skills have different neuromotor control mechanisms. That is, the
control of each arm separately is not equivalent to the
control of both together. Behaviourally, this principle is illustrated by the strong coupling mechanism
that exists between the two arms when they move simultaneously. For example, spatial-temporal control
of one limb alone follows Fitt’s Law [12] regarding
a speed/accuracy trade off, but if both hands are requested to move to two separate targets placed at different distances they will illustrate a temporal (and/or
spatial) coupling that overrides the principles of Fitt’s
Law for each arm individually doing the same [28,29].
There are many other examples of this principle including a recent experiment by Tseng and Sholtz [68] who
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demonstrated that drawing unimanual circles uses different individual intralimb synergies than drawing circles bimanually. Countless other experiments illustrate
the difficulty of combining different spatial (e.g. [14]
temporal (e.g. [49] or spatio-temporal tasks (e.g. [65])
because of the tendency for coupling.
1.2. Motor control justification for bilateral arm
training
While the so-called default coupling mechanism for
symmetrical tasks is well known, it is worth taking a
moment to consider other classes of bimanual skills
since we began this section by suggesting that stroke
patients need to re-learn bilateral functional tasks. In
fact, bilateral symmetrical tasks of daily living, where
temporal, spatial and force parameters of the two arms
do not substantially differ and the coupling mechanism
is maximally operative, are actually relatively few. Examples of these types of skills include lifting, carrying and placing a large object or two similar objects,
opening and closing a two-handle drawer, pushing a
cart, folding a towel and catching certain thrown objects. A second category of bilateral skills is where
the two arms do the same task but in opposing or antiphase motion. Examples of these tasks are fewer but
include arm swing when walking, climbing a ladder and
keyboarding (although the latter is not strictly always
in opposition unless one “hunts and pecks”!). These
types of skills tend to be repetitive and there have been
many studies that demonstrate that repetitive antiphase
movements either of the whole arm [57] or of finger
movements [27] are second only to inphase movements
in terms of being stable movement patterns in nondisabled adults. Thus there is a rationale for thinking
that these antiphase (and inphase) stable patterns which
the system likes to settle into might also reflect the most
easily re-activated neural pathways. On the other hand,
it is less clear that the coupling advantage is utilized
with these types of activities.
Finally the most common type of bilateral skills are
those classed as bilateral complementary where the two
arms cooperate to complete a task with each arm having a separate function that requires quite different but
essentially simultaneous temporal, spatial and force parameters. Typical examples involve stabilizing an object with one hand and manipulating it with the other
such as holding a jar and unscrewing the lid or holding
a mug and stirring the coffee. Even tying shoelaces
tends to have one hand doing more stabilization and
less manipulation. Studies have consistently shown
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that the dominant hand is the manipulating hand while
the non-dominant hand takes the stabilizing role [48].
However, studies of complementary bilateral activities
in adults are very few [46]. Those bilateral activities
that have been studied such as one hand pulling a drawer open while the other hand reaches into the drawer
to pick out a peg [47,77], or picking up a bottle, unscrewing the cap, placing it on the table, picking up a
glass and pouring from the bottle into a glass [75] have
demonstrated the ubiquity of a common unitary time
structure for the two arms despite the varying spatial
and force demands of the complementary tasks. Thus,
although the bilateral tasks may have dissimilar unilateral demands, the fact remains that a strong coupling
exists between the arms when they act together and this
is essentially unique and different to the unilateral skills
which compose the bilateral task.
Neurophysiological evidence for different control
mechanisms between unilateral and bilateral versions
of the same tasks comes from the fact that investigating
each arm or hand separately and then combining their
brain activity is not a one-to-one correspondence with
the mechanisms operating in the bilateral condition.
For example, in the supplementary motor area (SMA)
which is strongly implicated in bimanual movements,
some neurons are active during bimanual movements
but not during the same movements of either arm individually [11,26,66]. Similarly, bimanual-specific activity has been recorded in M1 via functional magnetic
resonance imaging in humans [67] and single neuron
recordings in monkeys [10,11]. In a comprehensive
review, Cardosa de Oliveira [1] concluded that there
was ample neuroanatomical and physiological evidence
to implicate separate unifying mechanisms of bilateral control that include both cortical and sub-cortical
mechanisms and at least two levels of “crosstalk” between the arms (the details of which are not important
for this argument and can be read in this and other reviews). Thus, from both behavioral and neurophysiological evidence, in non-disabled individuals and animals, the practice of training unilateral activities for
the purpose of improving bimanual skills is not optimal. Given that individuals with stroke have a damaged
central nervous system can we expect this principle to
apply to them?
Individuals with stroke do show immediate coupling
effects when the arms are moved together reinforcing
the benefit of bilateral practice for bilateral function
and suggesting that this mechanism can be exploited
to produce a possible training benefit to paretic arm
reaching abilities during bimanual reaching. For exam-
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ple, studies of discrete bilateral reaches [19,39,54,55]
or constrained elbow flexion/extension movements [7]
have all shown positive effects for various parameters of the paretic arm as this arm became more like
the non-paretic arm in performance. Similarly, Rice
and Newell [52] found strong coupling effects as the
nonparetic arm entrained to the speed of the paretic
arm during oscillating movements at preferred and fast
speeds; however no benefit to the paretic arm was seen.
Garry et al. [1]) also reported no facilitation effects to
the impaired limb (arm or leg) during interlimb coordination conditions. It is important to recognize that
it is common to see negative effects on the non-paretic
arm during bilateral movements compared to unilateral movements of the same arm. These are a natural
result of the coupling process since it is unlikely that
the paretic arm will instantly entrain to non-paretic arm
status without the reverse also occurring. Unfortunately, as mentioned earlier, the paucity of training studies that include bilateral measures as outcomes of interest means that the long-term effect of training, such
bilateral symmetrical actions, is understudied and under proven. Rather, investigators have concentrated on
demonstrating that bilateral training improves unilateral function which brings up the second major reason to
promote bilateral arm training.
1.3. Neurophysiological justification for bilateral arm
training
There is a neurophysiological basis for why bilateral arm training will also improve unilateral function despite our previous arguments for task-specificity
in training. One mechanism through which bilateral
arm training might work is through transcallosal pathways. For example, during bilateral movements, studies with transcranial magnetic stimulation show that
both hemispheres have a reduction in intracortical inhibition (ICI). In contrast, increased inhibition is seen
in the ipsilateral hemisphere when only one arm is activated [38,62]. McCombe Waller et al. [38] have shown
that bilateral movement resulted in increased facilitation to both hemispheres and demonstrated that after
short term training, bilateral training resulted in reduced
ICI and increased ICF in both hemispheres, while unilateral training (dominant or nondominant) produced
increased ICF and reduced ICI only the contralateral
hemispheres. Training a single arm resulted in persistent inhibition and no change in facilitation in the
ipsilateral hemisphere. While this study was in nondisabled individuals, the results suggest that the prac-

tice of training the unilateral non-paretic arm alone for
stroke patients may reinforce inhibitory processes in
the lesioned hemisphere that could impede recovery of
the paretic arm. Studies where inhibitory influences of
the non-lesioned cortex are seen on the lesioned cortex
when moving the paretic arm alone [13,44], also reinforce this point. On the other hand, bilateral training
has positive neural effects for both hemispheres which
may, in theory, have positive after-effects for unilateral
paretic movement, as well as, the advantage of training
bilateral movements.
This argument is supported by a recent study [59]
where short-term bimanual training induced apparent
transfer effects to subsequent unimanual performance
in a subset of non-disabled subjects. Movement-related
potentials (MRP) and reaction times (RT) were recorded during unimanual visuomotor trials before and after
bimanual visuomotor training. Improvements in unimanual RT following the bimanual training block were
associated with amplitude increases in the early MRP
which, itself, is associated with movement planning.
The fact that half of the subjects, who already had a
low RT, did not show the same parallel findings suggests that bimanual training may not always provide
a subsequent unilateral benefit particularly if unilateral performance is already optimized. Indeed, using a
TMS paradigm, non-disabled subjects did not show a
change of excitability of the motor cortex when both
hands were voluntarily activated compared to one [51].
However, in the same study, simultaneous activation of
both hands in patients with stroke caused an additional facilitation in the affected hemisphere compared to
activation of the affected hand alone. We cannot comment on benefits to the movements since these were
not reported. Nevertheless, taken together, the studies
reported above provide some support for transcallosal
facilitation or disinhibition to the lesioned hemisphere
during bilateral activation or short-term training.
Long-term bilateral training studies where neurophysiological mechanisms are investigated are few.
Luft et al. [34] showed an increase of activation in
the contralesional hemisphere (precentral gyri and post
central gyri and ipsilesional cerebellum) after 6 weeks
of bilateral arm training but not after 6 weeks of unilateral arm training. This increase in contralesional activation was correlated with an increase in motor function but only in 6 out of 9 patients undergoing bilateral
arm training. Two other long-term bilateral arm training studies in stroke patients that attempted to measure
neurophysiological mechanisms had too few subjects to
have any statistically-based conclusions [32,64]. The
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role of contralesional hemisphere activity, particularly
in primary motor cortex is controversial [72] partly because well-recovered patients have more normal taskrelated ipsilesional activation while those with poor recovery retain contralesional activation [69,73]. Therefore, training methods that induce contralesional activation might be viewed as less desirable. However,
there is now recognition that contralesional activation
may be a necessary compensation reflecting a different strategy for movement [15] useful particularly for
those who have few latent or recruitable ipsilesional
pathways and little chance of good recovery [58,74].
In fact, in addition to the transcallosal mechanism already mentioned there are two other mechanisms that
have been proposed for this purpose: ipsilateral uncrossed corticospinal pathways and cortical projections
to bilateral brainstem pathways such as rubrospinal or
propriospinal [61]. Some even argue that inducing the
use of these pathways is an adaptive strategy that will
facilitate motor recovery to the extent that it will enable
or initiate greater recovery than would otherwise be
possible in subjects with more extensive lesions [24].
Thus, activation of nonlesioned hemisphere may represent utilization of ipsilateral pathways or the induction
of alternative recovery mechanism in those with fewer
neural resources in the lesioned hemisphere. In this
case, recovery of the paretic arm may only sustain a
supportive role for the paretic arm which would argue
for a greater emphasis on bilateral training on the basis
of the task-specificity argument.
In comparison, it should be noted that most unilateral training paradigms are associated with reorganization in the ipsilesional cortices [2,22,23,31,33,56] although at least two studies also show some contralesional activation [31,56]. Therefore, since subjects after unilateral training also show some recovery, one
could argue that unilateral training may well be better
for unilateral function. Since these studies tend to be
of more mildly affected individuals, it is plausible that
unilateral paretic arm training is appropriate for those
with sufficient lesioned hemisphere activation as long
as bilateral function is not sought. As of now, however,
there has been no well-controlled study that can address
whether unilateral is better than bilateral training (or
vice versa) for functional recovery of the paretic limb
or whether the underlying mechanisms of recovery are
truly different.
In summary, there are two major arguments as to
why bilateral arm training is a good idea to incorporate
into stroke rehabilitation. The first argument is that
individuals with stroke need to re-train bilateral skills
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and that this is best achieved through bilateral training
given the behavioral and neurophysiological data that
suggest that bilateral and unilateral skills are controlled
differently. Evidence in a few studies of individuals
with stroke support this observation on a short-term basis but there is little evidence from long-term training
studies. Conversely, the second argument is that practicing bilateral activities may also have a positive effect
on unilateral skills based on neurophysiological mechanisms that may promote at least a partial recovery.
There are many studies that we can review to address
the efficacy of this second argument from an empirical
viewpoint and we turn now to review this body of work
on bilateral training in order to examine this evidence
and also to determine who benefits from this training.

2. Review of bilateral training studies
2.1. Overview and categories of bilateral arm training
In this section, we summarize categories of bilateral
training, identified from the current literature, with the
goal of identifying consistencies in training response
relative to patient type. This exercise will help identify
who benefits from bilateral training, how they benefit, and what types of training are best, given baseline
subject characteristics. Studies using bilateral training
have included quite varied subject pools ranging from
those with dense hemiparesis to subjects with nearly
full recovery of the arm but no approach has evaluated
all types of subjects.
In this review we include 20 papers on bilateral training including single cohort designs, single case design
experiments, and small randomized controlled trials.
The method used to identify articles for review included a search of the PubMed computer data base with key
words that included bilateral/bimanual control, bilateral arm training, bilateral coordination, interlimb coordination, bilateral motor control, motor control, stroke,
cerebrovascular disease, arm paresis, upper extremity paresis, bilateral coupling, upper extremity control,
neural control of the arms, and bilateral arm function.
We also searched for references from review articles
on stroke and bilateral training, bilateral training studies, behavioral and neurophysiological studies of bilateral movement and motor control. As others have
noted, there is a dearth of large randomized controlled
trials for bilateral arm training [71] and therefore any
comparisons to other types of training are not warranted. The main purpose of this review is merely to as-
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sess whether bilateral training does provide benefits as
predicted by the arguments given above, and, if so, to
whom are these benefits likely to occur. Three main
categories of bilateral training emerged which we categorized as 1) repetitive reaching practice with the hand
fixed, 2) isolated muscle repetitive task practice, and 3)
whole arm functional task training. Within these general approaches some include both bilateral and unilateral training and one, couples bilateral training with
another intervention. Bilateral symmetrical activities
are used in each of the training categories, at least in
part. Several also included asymmetrical patterns of
movement and three included complementary hand use
during the training. Despite the type of bilateral training, a common feature of most training was that both
hands were active and were used simultaneously. In
only one study was the paretic hand totally passive.
The majority of the outcomes measured were limited
to paretic limb impairments and functions with only a
handful of studies evaluating bilateral task performance
post training. Paretic limb impairment measures are
reported in most studies. Of note, the paretic limb
functional performance measures were predominantly
reaching and targeting skills and/or manipulative skills
where the paretic arm was tested as a primary effector.
No study evaluated the performance of the paretic limb
in a more supportive / assistive role, used on its own or
as part of a bimanual task, except for one study which
still assessed this via questionnaire and therefore not as
a single outcome measure.
2.2. Repetitive reaching with hand fixed
Studies included in this category included training
protocols in which the two hands were supported or
fixed at the distal end and the arms were trained repetitively in a reaching movement. We identified two approaches, bilateral arm training with rhythmic auditory cueing (BATRAC) and robotic Mirror Image Movement Enabler (MIME). BATRAC consists of moving
two unyoked handles forward and backwards in a reaching motion, completing both symmetrically (arms moving together in the same direction) and asymmetrically
(one arm pushes away while the other is pulling towards). Subjects in these studies have all been chronic with mild and moderate/severe paresis. Whitall et
al. 2000, evaluated BATRAC in a single cohort design
with 14 subjects [76]. They showed improvements in
Fugl Meyer scores, speed of arm movements, and actual use of the paretic arm predominantly in supportive
roles and in bilateral tasks which were retained after 9

weeks. In a follow-up study of 22 right handed subjects,
comparing outcomes for BATRAC training between
those with motor dominant versus motor nondominant
lesions, McCombe Waller et al., reported a differentially positive training benefit for subjects with left sided (motor dominant) stroke [42]. A small randomized controlled study of 21 subjects with mild/moderate
chronic hemiparesis compared BATRAC training to
dose matched unilateral therapeutic exercise [34]. In
the BATRAC group, motor performance changes were
seen on Fugl Meyer UE scores and the ability to lift a
weight which were associated with novel nonlesioned
hemisphere activations using fMRI. When analyzing
reaching ability as an outcome in 18 subjects, McCombe Waller et al., demonstrated that BATRAC training improved temporal and spatial coordination that
was not induced by dose matched unilateral training,
indicating a task specificity training effect for bilateral
training and bilateral coordination [40]. However in a
study of 10 patients with stroke and 10 age matched
healthy controls, subjects receiving 6 weeks of BATRAC training showed proximal and distal bilateral coordination improvements, suggesting that training patterns of bilateral coupling at one joint were transferred
to other joints [41]. In contrast to the above studies
and using a modified version of BATRAC (modBATRAC) – in which the training was condensed from 6
weeks to 2 weeks with longer training sessions more
frequently during the week, Richards et al., found increased arm use on the Motor Activity Log but did not
replicate gains in Fugl Meyer scores or speed of arm
movement in patients with mild stroke severity [53].
Distribution of training and level of severity may be
important factors to consider at least in terms of the
original non-progressive BATRAC training.
A second approach in this category, MIME has the
affected arm strapped to a forearm splint that restricts
wrist and hand movement, and is connected to a robotic
manipulator. When used in a bilateral training mode,
the non-affected hand is placed in a similar forearm
cuff. During bilateral reaching attempts the robot assists the affected hand by continuously moving the affected arm to the nonaffected arm’s mirror position and
orientation. Lum et al. compared MIME training (using both unimanual and bimanual modes) to a standard
neurodevelopmental therapeutic training approach in
27 subjects with moderate severity paresis [35]. A treatment advantage was found for those receiving MIME
with improvement in proximal movement ability and
strength of the paretic arm after 1 month and in reach
extent as well after 2 months of training. At a 6 month
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follow-up the two groups did not differ except that those
receiving MIME had improved scores on the Functional Independence Measure. In a follow-up study Lum et
al. evaluated the effectiveness of combined unilateral
and bilateral MIME training to unilateral MIME and
standard of care in 30 subacute patients including mild,
moderate and severe paresis [36]. The combined unilateral and bilateral training resulted in similar gains to
unilateral training alone; however, they report that the
combined group demonstrated larger deficits at baseline testing. Gains were in Fugl Meyer UE scores,
ability to more the arms out of synergy, motor power
and the Functional Independence Measure. Both robot
assisted training groups exceeded outcomes of the control group at post training, however by the 6 month
follow-up improvements in robot and controls groups
were equivalent. Lum et al suggest that robot combined
therapy shows similar long term outcomes compared
to conventional therapy but may accelerate the rate of
recovery,
In summary, bilateral training that involves repetitive
reaching with the hand fixed, showed benefits in subjects with both moderate and mild stroke severity with
one study also reporting changes in neural responsiveness. In terms of paretic limb improvements, this mode
of training seems to induce proximal strength gains in
the paretic limb, improved ability to move the paretic
arm, and increased use of the limb although that use
is not always specified or measured. Increase in supportive use has been reported (qualitatively) in some
of the studies although this is not accurately measured.
Such a finding is consistent with the noted gains in
proximal strength and control. Furthermore, one study
demonstrated an increased ability to complete bilateral
tasks.
2.3. Isolated muscle repetitive tasks training
Isolated repetitive muscle training includes bimanual training in which a single motion or muscle action is repeated as part of training. One of the most
thoroughly evaluated types of training in this category
are the studies conducted by Cauraugh and colleagues
evaluating the effectiveness of coupling bilateral motor training with active neuromuscular stimulation of
the paretic limb. In these studies, subjects generally had mild severity and met minimum motor criteria
that included 10 degrees of voluntary wrist/finger extension from a flexed position. In a study with 25 subjects with chronic hemiparesis, Cauraugh et al., compared bilateral training of wrist and finger extension
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coupled with stimulation to unilateral paretic exercise
and stimulation and a control group which moved actively [4]. Those receiving bilateral training improved
better than both groups in the box and block test, the
ability to sustain a muscle contraction and in reaction
time of the paretic arm during both unilateral and bilateral wrist and finger movement. The unilateral exercise and stimulation also improved in all tasks compared to the control group. Further comparisons between coupled stimulation with unilateral and bilateral
training in a study involving 20 subjects again, reported an added benefit to bilateral training demonstrated
by higher electromyography activation levels [3]. In
a follow-up study, looking at the optimal stimulation
times for bilateral training, bilateral training with stimulation was better than bilateral training alone indicating that the coupling of two protocols (neuromuscular
stimulation and bilateral training) was key factor to the
success of this intervention [5]. In a further comparison
of wrist and finger coupled stimulation with unilateral
and bilateral training, Cauraugh et al., examined intralimb transfer affects in 21 patients in the chronic phase
of stroke and healthy control group [6]. Paretic arm
reaction time during both unilateral and bilateral reaching movements was evaluated. The coupled bilateral
group showed reduced movement times overall, and increased peak velocity of the paretic arm during bilateral movements with shortened deceleration times. Unilateral training resulted in an increase in peak velocity
in only unilateral paretic movements but with increase
variability. While transfer was successful from distal to
proximal joints, in contrast to previous work [4], a task
specific training effect with bilateral versus unilateral
training was evident.
A second training approach in this category includes
the Bimanutrack training which consists of a robotic
device that trains wrist flexion and extension or forearm
pronation and supination motions in passive, active assist and resistance modes. In a single cohort study of
12 patients with chronic moderate and severe paresis,
Hesse et al., evaluated the effects of adding 15 minutes
of daily therapy with the arm training for 3 weeks [21].
No functional changes were evident; however improvements in impairment measures were reported. In eight
of the twelve patients, tone in the wrist and fingers was
decreased to a level that facilitated hygiene of the hand
and reduced pain complaints. All subjects reported
feeling the paretic limb was more “vivid”. Effects were
not retained, however, in a follow-up 3 months later.
In a subsequent study, in 44 acute stroke patients with
severe paresis, Hesse et al., compared bilateral train-
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ing on the Bimanutrack to electrical stimulation of the
paretic wrist extensors [20]. Using the Fugl-Meyer UE
test as the main outcome variable, they demonstrated
that both groups increased their scores, but the bilateral
robot trained group increased to a greater degree after
6 weeks of training and at the 3 month follow-up period. The authors report that the number of repetitions
provided during training to the bilateral group was 10
times greater therefore it is possible the gains were due
to time spent in training versus the bilateral nature of
training.
Finally, Stinear and Byblow report a bilateral training approach called active-passive bilateral therapy
(APBT), in which the nonparetic wrist is actively flexed
and extended and drives movement of a passive paretic
wrist via a manipulanda [63]. In a single cohort study
of 9 acute and chronic patients with varying degrees
of impairment, they used APBT in both symmetrical
and asymmetrical training of six 10 min sessions per
day over a 4 week time period. Five of the nine subjects improved in Fugl Meyer UE scores and these individuals also demonstrated a reduction in nonaffected
wrist cortical motor maps as measured by transcranial
magnetic stimulation. Two of these five subjects were
acute and therefore gains due to spontaneous recovery
cannot be ruled out. In those subjects with no change in
movement ability no cortical map changes were found.
In summary, while gains were seen across levels of
severity with this approach, the expected outcomes for
isolated muscle repetitive task training seem to be tightly linked to baseline level of function. Those with moderate to severe paresis show some benefits at the impairment level and in one study with associated neural
changes, however functional gains have either not been
measured or not been achieved. Impressive recovery
of function of the paretic arm as an effector can be induced with this training if there is preserved finger and
wrist function at baseline indicating mildly impaired
individuals. Limited data is available about improvements in bilateral functioning but in those with mild
severity did improve reaction time of the paretic arm
during bilateral movements.
2.4. Whole arm function training
Whole arm function training is defined as training
that involved the grasp, reach and release of some object as at least some component of training. In a 12
subject single case design study, Mudie and Matyas reported gains in improved task performance of the paretic limb in block placement, peg targeting and simulat-

ed drinking using the bilateral isokinietic training program (BIT) in subjects who could complete the tasks
already [43]. Subjects were trained in three separate
grasp and reach conditions including unilateral practice, practice with unimpaired limb guiding the impaired limb, and bilateral simultaneous movements and
bilateral complementary movements. Only after the
bilateral training did significant improvements in kinematic patterns of paretic limb reaching occur. Using
another high functioning population of subjects, Summers et al. evaluated motor performance as well as
neurophysiological response using transcranial magnetic stimulation in subjects with “most components
of movement present but with impairment relative to
the nonlesioned side” [64]. In this 12 subject randomized control trial, two training groups were compared with training consisting of 50 trials of a dowel
placement task that was completed either simultaneously with both hands or unilaterally. Those who received bilateral training improved scores on the Motor Impairment Scale while those with unilateral training did not. Movement time decreased for the paretic
limb in those who trained bilaterally, but other kinematic changes did not show any consistent training effects for either group. Subjects who participated in
TMS testing, particularly for those with bilateral training, showed a decrease in nonlesioned hemisphere map
volume was associated with improved motor performance of the paretic limb. Map volume changes were
seen to a lesser degree in the unilateral training group
and were not associated with motor performance gains.
This finding, though in very few subjects, is the first to
demonstrate a reduction of non-lesioned hemispheric
map volume in conjunction with performance improvements after bilateral training. This reflects the studies
of natural recovery mentioned in the previous section
and argues against the idea that bilateral training will
induce maladaptive changes.
Using a different bilateral whole arm approach, Platz
et al., compared 14 “almost completely recovered inpatient hemiparetic stroke patients and 14 healthy controls
training for one week using a modification of the Arm
Ability Training Approach [50]. Subjects completed
three training tasks including fast aiming movements,
fast tapping movements, and a task to pick up and place
a small wooden sticks on top of each other performed
either unilaterally or bilaterally. Testing included the
measurement of spatial accuracy, movement time and
movement duration during a unilateral reaching task,
a bilateral simultaneous reaching task and a dual task
in which the paretic arm was to reach to a target and
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the nonparetic arm made a triangular finger movement
The bilateral training group improved significantly in
movement time for both unilateral and bilateral reaching. However, the unilateral training group also improved in both unilateral and bilateral reaching as well
with no significant between group differences. It is
possible that the very mild level of severity of the individuals with stroke accounted for the lack of between
group differences.
Lack of difference between training groups was also demonstrated by Desrosiers et al., who compared a
combination of unilateral and bilateral whole arm task
training added to usual care to a control group receiving additional usual care [9]. Forty-one patients in the
subacute phase, ranging from moderate to mild severity, were randomized into the two training groups both
of whom improved significantly from baseline testing
in arm impairment measures, arm disabilities in tasks
related to activities of daily living (ADLs), and in independence in ADLs. Usual care consisted of functional activities and exercises to enhance strength, active, assisted and passive movements and sensorimotor skills of the arm as well as task training including
unilateral and bilateral skills. The experimental group
received systematic repetition of standardized activities
related to everyday tasks involving the arms including
symmetrical and asymmetrical bilateral tasks and both
paretic and non paretic arm unilateral tasks which required greater mental and physical effort. Given the
experimental group had many types of training it is difficult to comment on bilateral training alone. Larger
and better controlled studies are needed to determine
if unilateral, bilateral or combinations of training are
more efficacious than current standard practice.
Contrary to the first three studies in this category,
subjects with lower baseline function receiving whole
arm task training have not responded as well. In a 6
subject single case design study, Lewis and Byblow
compared unilateral and bilateral training of tasks that
included block placement, peg targeting, peg inversion,
cup inversion, rapid transfer of three cylinders and simulated drinking [32]. Additionally, using TMS they
investigated neural changes in the contralateral motor
pathway in the lesioned hemisphere and the ipsilateral
pathways of the nonlesioned hemisphere. Subjects had
baseline Fugl-Meyer UE scores ranging from 3 – 26,
using an abbreviated version which excluded wrist and
hand functions indicating at least moderate to marked
severity paresis. Furthermore, both acute and chronic patients were included. While there was a gradual improvement in task performance during the initial
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unilateral trials, the effect of bilateral training was not
consistent between tasks within a subject or consistent
across subjects. The only significant change seen was
a decrease in performance during simulated drinking,
rapid transfer and peg targeting. Group analyses of
TMS data are not available due to the difficulty of eliciting MEPs in this group of subjects. Lewis and Byblow
suggest that bilateral training may not be beneficial if
the task is too complex for the patient.
In summary, there is evidence of the benefit of bilateral whole arm task training activities in improvement
of 1) paretic arm function that has been associated with
neural changes and 2) in speed of arm movement during
both unilateral and bilateral reaching tasks, however at
present; this benefit appears to be limited to those with
mild paresis.
2.5. Summary of bilateral arm training studies
To summarize all three training categories, the use of
these various bilateral training approaches have shown
improvements in paretic limb mobility, paretic limb
functioning, in bilateral limb function and in neural
responsiveness across a range of severity levels. So the
answer to the question of “who benefits” is that patients
at all levels appear to benefit to some degree. However,
all bilateral approaches are not effective for all severity
levels. No clear pattern emerged related to chronicity
of paresis and there was limited information reported
regarding lesion location. Table 1 summarizes the main
findings from the different types of training. Two major
points arise from studying the table and the review
above. First, level of impairment is a critical factor to
consider when choosing a bilateral training approach.
Neural resources available to a given patient may limit
the type of training they can reasonably participate in
and may limit neural recovery mechanisms available to
them as suggested in the earlier section which in turn
dictates expected outcomes. A simple example of this
principle is that using the whole arm approach is not
sensible for those with moderate to severe severity. A
second point is that few studies assess the use of the
paretic arm in a supportive role either on its own or
particularly in bilateral complementary tasks. If we
broadened our consideration of what is useful function
of the paretic limb after stroke, we may identify a larger
benefit than is currently reported especially for those
with moderate severity paresis. Regaining use of the
paretic limb in a supportive role used independently or
as part of a bilateral task can have an impact on ability
to carry out daily functions and may reduce disability.
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Table 1
Benefits of Bilateral Arm Training

Training Mode
*MILD Paresis
Repetitive Reaching distal fixed
(Luft, et al. 2004; Lum et al. 2002,
2006; McCombe Waller et al.,
2004,2005; Whitall et al., 2000)
Repetitive Isolated Motion Training
(Cauraugh et al, (2002, 2003, 2003,
2005)
Whole Arm Task Training
(Desrosiers et al. 2005; Mudie &
Matyas, 2000; Platz et al., 2001,
Summers et al., 2007)
+MOD Paresis
Repetitive Reaching distal fixed
(Luft, et al. 2004; Lum et al. 2002,
2006; McCombe Waller et al., 2004,
2005; Whitall et al., 2000)
Repetitive Isolated Motion Training
(Stinear & Byblow, 2004
Whole Arm Task Training
(Lewis & Byblow, 2004)
SEVERE Paresis
Repetitive Reaching distal fixed
(Lum, 2006)
Repetitive Isolated Motion Training
(Hesse et al, 2006)
Whole Arm Task Training
(Lewis & Byblow, 2004)

Impairments
√

√
√

√

√
X
√
√
X

Paretic Benefits
Supportive
Manip
roles
roles
√

Not assessed

Not assessed

√

Associated
Neural changes

Bilateral Benefits
Temp/Spatial
Bilateral
Coordination
Tasks

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Not assessed

Not assessed

X

X

√

√

Not assessed

Not assessed

Not assessed

Not assessed

Not assessed

X

X

Not assessed

Not assessed

X

X

Not assessed

X

X

Not assessed

Not assessed

Not assessed

Not assessed

Not assessed

Not assessed

X

X

Not assessed

Not assessed

*Mild: having preserved active wrist and finger extension movements and better
+Mod: having proximal preservation
which may include preserved active wrist and finger flexion
√
ˆSevere: marked hemiparesis; = improvements reported, X = no improvements reported by assessed.

There is a need to develop evaluation procedures to look
at improvement in supportive functions and to include
the assessment of bilateral task performance in training
studies to better understand the benefits that result from
different modes of bilateral training.
In addition to the inclusion of large scale RCT by
which the relative benefits of bilateral training and unilateral training can be assessed, other questions remain
to be answered. For example, the majority of training
approaches used bilateral symmetrical training. Studies are needed that examine if differential outcomes
are induced by symmetrical, asymmetrical and complementary training approaches. No study discussed translation of skills learned in bilateral training to ongoing
management using a home exercise program. This is
an important factor that should be considered when designing training protocols which can impact the retention and progression of arm function following supervised training. Some investigators are beginning to explore the neural mechanisms that underlie the training

benefit, more work is needed to better elucidate neural
mechanisms associated with training and the interaction with lesion location and severity. Several studies
included both unilateral and bilateral training or coupled bilateral training with other training approaches
but there is no systematic attempt to determine whether
this augments the response benefit for all levels of patients. How do we best combine therapeutic approaches and which approaches might work well in concert
provided concurrently and or sequentially?

3. Conclusions and suggestions
1. Bilateral training can improve unilateral paretic
limb functions of the upper extremity after stroke
however; specific training approaches need to be
matched to baseline characteristics of the patients.
2. Given the importance of bilateral activities in daily life, there is a need to recognize, train and as-
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sess the important contribution of supportive role
functions of the paretic arm used on its own and as
part of complementary bilateral functional skills.
No study has assessed the impact gains in this
area can have on disability of patients.
3. An assessment of bilateral and unilateral functioning which includes bilateral task analysis
as well as evaluations of interlimb coordination
should be included in all studies that include bilateral training.
4. Studies with thoughtful sequencing or combining
of bilateral approaches or sequencing of bilateral
and unilateral approaches are needed to assess
if there are improved outcomes in paretic and
bilateral limb function.
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